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The numerical analysis of relaxation properties of ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) in the case of one-dimensional model is made. The 

dependence of uniform state relaxation time both on material parameters of FLC and surface conditions is considered. At some value of 
dispersion part of anchoring energy the relaxation time rises abruptly i.e. a memory effect is obtained. 

 
The linear electrooptic effect in ferroelectric liquid 

crystals (FLC) occurs with memory (bistability) under some 
circumstances [1,2], that allows essentially to simplify the 
addressing scheme of FLC display. In spite of this we do not 
see the mass production of FLC displays today so it is not 
possible to obtain the reproducible bistable switching of FLC. 
From this point of view there is some necessity for theoretical 
and experimental investigation of this phenomenon in order 
to correct the condition of bistability for FLC cell. The 
investigation of relaxation process of  after switching of an 
electric field would be help us to understand the reason of 
bistability.  In this paper on the base of one-dimensional mo-
del the dependence of relaxation time on various material 
parameters of FLC and surface conditions has been studied. 

The FLC cell geometry is shown in fig.1. 
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The tilt angle θ mainly depends on temperature and usually 
far from smectic A -  smectic C* phase transition  tem-
perature its value gets nearly constantly. So at low tempera-
tures the space-time distribution of director )t,r(n
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replaced by azimuthal angle distribution .)t,r(
rφ  For 

monodomain samples this angle changes only in the direction 
normally to sample plane that allows us to suggest 
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r  The latter can be determined from 

balance toque equation [3] 
 

 
Fig.1. 
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with boundary conditions  

( ) 2/d212/d 2sinWcosW
dx
d

G ±± ±= φφφ
     (2) 

2/2/,2/dx0 πφπ ≤≤−≤≤  

 The following notations are used: G is an elastic 
constant, PS is a spontaneous polarization, E is an electric 
field strength, ⊥−=∆ εεε || is an anisotropy of dielectric 

permittivity, ⊥χ  is a transversal component of the dielectric 
susceptibility, m/pF85,80 =ε  is electric constant. 

The first term in the right hand side of equation (3) 
expresses the polar interaction of molecules with the 
substrate surface. The polar interaction tends to orient the 
spontaneous polarization toward, or out of the surface. It is 
equivalent to a condition 2/)2/d()2/d( πφφ =−−=  for 
given geometry. The second term is a dispersive part of the 
surface energy: the dispersion interaction is responsible for 
planar orientation of molecules and required 

2/)2/d()2/d( πφφ =−= . The appropriate anchoring 
energies are denoted by W1 and W2. The signs «-» and « +» 
concern to top and bottom surfaces respectively. 

The equation (3) is a nonlinear diffusion equation with 
boundary conditions (2) of general form and can’t be solved 
analytically. We have solved it numerically by using the 
sweep method [4] and MATHCAD 2001 calculating 
program.  

As an initial solution we take the twist state  

( πφ ⋅=
d

x
)0,x( ). After applying the voltage exceeding the 

threshold this state switches to uniform state (
2

)x(
π

φ = ). 

Then we remove this voltage and this state relaxes to twist 
state. It is seen clearly from the time dependence of light 
transmittance of the cell (fig. 2). As a relaxation time it has 
taken the time during witch the light transmittance decreases 
from Imax to 0.1(Imax-Imin). As mentioned above the 
dependence of this time from the material parameters of FLC 
and surface parameters help us to understand the reason of 
memory.  
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Fig.2. 

               
Fig. 3. 
 

The relaxation time strongly decreases with increasing of 
spontaneous polarization (fig. 3). We connect it with 
influence of polarization charges field.  In uniform state the 
spontaneous polarization is oriented uniformly as well as the 
director that creates the excess of free energy density 

⊥χε0

2
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2

P
. This factor plays a destabilizing role and the 

uniform state quickly relaxes to uniform state. 

       
Fig. 4.  
 

The increasing of elastic constant causes the slow 
increasing of the relaxation time (fig. 4). The relaxation of 
the uniform state leads to excess of elastic free energy 
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⎛ πθ . This energy increases with increasing of the 

elastic constant and the relaxation process becomes difficult. 
With increasing of the polar anchoring energy the 

relaxation time decreases almost linearly (fig. 5). For uniform 
state the polar anchoring creates the destabilizing excess 

energy 
d

W1  for one of substrates that causes the relaxation of 

the uniform state.  

  

 
Fig. 5.  
 

          
Fig. 6.  

                 
Fig. 7. 
 

           
Fig.8.  
 
For most cases one assumed that the polar anchoring 

energy linearly depends on the spontaneous polarization: 
 

                            S11 PWW α+=                             (3) 
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By taking into account this expression in our calculation 
the dependence τrel(PS) remains almost unchanged whilst the 
dependence τrel(W1) takes qualitatively different form (fig.6,7). 

As expected the dependence of relaxation time on 
dispersion anchoring energy have the form of monotonically 
increasing function (fig.8). This part of anchoring energy 
plays a stabilizing role both for upper and lower surfaces and 

tends to hinder the relaxation of uniform states. At the some 
value of dispersion anchoring energy the relaxation time 
approaches infinity i.e. the uniform state do not relaxes and a 
memory effect is obtained.  

All of these results are well-known facts and confirmed 
by experiments. 
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СЕГНЕТОЕЛЕКТРИК МАЙЕ КРИСТАЛЛАРЫН РЕЛАКСАСИОН ХЦСУСИЙЙЯТЛЯРИНИН МОДЕЛЛЯШДИРИЛМЯСИ 
 

Бирюлчцлц щал цчцн сегнетоелектрик майе кристалын (СМК) релаксасийа хассяляри ядяди цсулла анализ олунмушдур. Биржинс щалын 
релаксасийа мцддятинин щям СМК-нын мадди параметрляриндян, щям дя сятщ шяраитиндян асылылыьына бахылмышдыр. Илишмя енеръисинин 
дисперсион щиссясинин мцяййян гиймятиндя сычрайышла артыр, йяни йаддашлы кечид алыныр. 
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МОДЕЛИРОВАНИЕ РЕЛАКСАЦИОННЫХ СВОЙСТВ СЕГНЕТОЭЛЕКТРИЧЕСКИХ ЖИДКИХ 

КРИСТАЛЛОВ 
 

      Проведен численный анализ релаксационных свойств сегнетоэлектрического кристалла (СЖК). Рассмотрена зависимость 
времени релаксации от материальных параметров СЖК и поверхностных условий. При некотором значении дисперсионной части 
энергии сцепления время релаксации растет скачком, т.е. получается переключение с памятью. 
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